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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a review of various aspects of Stone Age (Palaeolithic and Mesolithic)
general
technology in lndia. After initial remarks about the history of Prehistoric studies and
culture Sequence, detailed observations are made about how changes in raw material
of
utilization, experienced from time to time, and consequent improvements in techniques
tool-manufacture and tooltypes themselves led to changes in subsistence and settlement
patterns of Stone Age hunter-gatherer groups. The review concludes with remarks highlighting
the need for identification of regional settlement systems, functional interpretation of lithic
of nonassemblages, study of present-day use of stone for various purposes, and recognition
utilitarian dimensions of Stone Age technology.
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rwo books,
the differing contenrs and approaches of these
lve were initiarly somewhat befuddred by
other,
rvith ti-re need to prefer one ro exclusion of the
we recognized that. far from being faced
to our
understanciing of our past. we soon realized
borh were indispensabre sources to a meaningful
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is basic to alr empiricar sciencesl, Kosambi,s
truth in the
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2. HISTORY OF PREHISTORIC RESEERCH
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and made some inferences about the probable uses tO ■
vhich the stone implements vvere put.
Foote did not come across any nlicrolithic sites and hence proposed a hiatus beれ veen the
Palaeolithic and ⅣIesolithic stages(Foote 1916:15‑17).
But this gap was adnlirably filled by the discOveries ofA.C.Carlyle,one ofthe ield assistants

of Alexander Cunninghanl vvhO dOcumented historical sites of northern lndia for急

ハ
√
enty years
froln 1862 to 1885。 Carlyle discovered in the caves and rock shelters of lMirzapur hills Of central
lndia deposits yielding tiny implements or what we now call microlithic artefacts made of siliceous
materials.This led tO the recOgnition of the existence of a Mesolithic stage(C00k and 1/1artingell
1994).1'hus before the c10se ofthe nineteenth centu7,the existence of Palaeolithic and
stages was irmly established in the country.

3。

ⅣIes01ithic

F:RST PARnD:GM

The next mttOr deve10pment came up with the recognition of three distinct stages within the
Palaeolithic by Canllniade and Burkittin 1930.Based On their study oftechn010glcal and typ010glcal
features of stone artefacts, Obtained iOm variOus sedilnents fOrnling part of cliff―

rivers in the Kurnool area Of Andhra Pradesh, they put fOrward a four―

sectiOns Of
stage cultural sequence

(deSignated as Series l tO IvD,which cOuld be brOadly cOrrelated with Lower,Middle and upper
palaeolithic,and Mesolithic stages,respectively.

Silnilar attempts were Fnade by de Terra and PatersOn(1939)in northwestern lndia and by

Zeuner(1950)in Gttarat.Sankatta'sr市 er valley suⅣ eys at Nevasa On the Pravara in the Deccan
revealed a silnilar succession of four stages within the StOne Age(Sankalia 1956).Thus came into
existence what rnay be called the stratigraphic̲cunl¨

climatic― cum― cultural sequence paradigm in the
lndian Stone Age studies.This paradignl governed PrehistOric studies in the next h″
O decades or sO;
Sankalia hilnself and his c011eagues at the Deccan COllege and wOrkers fron1 0ther places adopted it

and undertook a large number ofregiOnal studies in different parts Ofthe cOuntry.Prehistory indeed

emerged as a regular branch Oflndian archaeology.
Sankalia's b00k Prchisι ογ αnd Prο t072お 10ry in lndiα
αnd Pα kisι αn (1963, revised 1974)
served as the reference wOrk.His Other boOk s[ο ne/聴「
e rOο lsf rた cir Tccた rliqllct NQmes and PrObα

Furlcど :ο ns(1964)served

b:θ

to ftlrther consOlidate the place Of stOne Age studies in the cOun町

1'he lingering dOubts abOut the existence Of upper Palaeolithic Phase in lndia were finally put tO

rest by MurtrS diScoveries of blade and burin assemblages in the Rallakalava basin Of Andhra

Pradesh(Murty 1968,1979).

4.PnRnD:GM SH:FT
PrehistOric studies soOn began receiving strong dOses Of rebuke fronl sOme quarters. Impatient
with the preOccupation Of the sch01ars of prehistOry with stOne tools and their endless effOrts

to catalogue and classitt them,Sir MOrtimer VVheeler,well known fOr his acerbic cOmments,
dubbed lndian prehistOry as nOthing more than a cOncem with a multitude Of stOnes。
12
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e
In his widely read book Eα rヶ lndia and Pakistan(1960:34,63)Sir lⅥ Ortimer gave the deris市

titles of̀Stones' and ̀〕 √ore Stones' tO the LA′ o chapters dealing、 vith the Stone Age. I suspect

that he vvas eChOing Shakespeare's statement in Cο riO[α mus: ̀What is the city but the people?'
Kosambi adopted a silnilar critical stance、 げhile reviewving the irst edition of Sankalia's
lt and called the whole outline àmuddle'and
71d Pakisξ α
boOk P7‐ Cた おtory and Protoた istoり in lndiα α
an example of̀slipshod research'.He also said,̀The dittointed sentences shoW not only lack of
colnlnand over syntax but absence oflogic'(Kbsambi 1964).
The focus on the shortcolnings became sharperin the 1970s When the influence ofthe Newv
Archaeology had already begun to be felt on lndian soil.There developed a strong reaction against
the hit― and― run type of field studies,undue reliance on lithic assemblages obtained from secondary
contexts like allu宙 al sedilnents and facile climatic interpretations arrived at on the basis of study of
river gravels and silts.

Calls silnultaneouslybegan to be made for adopting a regional approach tO the archaeological
record whiCh would involve intensive surveys ailned at the discovery of prilnary sites preserving

in situ Stone Age cultural material(Paddayya 1978).A need was also felt to invo市
biological sciences so aS tO reCOnstruct past environmental Settingξ

e earth and

and to supplement the

archaeological approach with ethnographic and experilnental analogies.These combined efforts
were expected tO enable the scholars of prehistory to reconstruct StOne Age cultures from a
settlement systenl perspective.Indeed a new paradigm made its appearance in lndian prehistOry.

5.FRESR F:ELD RESEnRCn
Against thiS background, university and government departinents, sometilnes in collaboration
with foreign institutions,undertook fresh field studies in lnany regions during the lastい

Venty― five

to thirty years.These areas include the Kortallayar basin of Tanlil Nadu,Kurnool and Cuddapah
basins of Andhra Pradesh,Kaladgi and Bhilna basins of Karnataka,Pravara and Bhilna basins ofthe

Deccan,Raisen district of Madhya pradesh,Son and Belan valleys of Central lndia,Iniddle Ganga
valley,Chotanagpur hills,western Raiasthan,and Orsang and Other valleys of Gttarat・

These field

studies covered both Palaeolithic and WIlesolithic sites.

As part of this work,excavations vvere conducted at a number of Palaeolithic sites such

as Kumool Caves and Vodikalu in Andhra Pradesh;Attirampakkanl in Talnil Nadu; Anagwadi,
Nevasa, Patne, Bori and
Lakhlnapur, Hunsgi, Yediyapur and ISampur in Karnataka; Chirki―
Morgaon in Maharashtra;Bhimbetka,Samnapur and Natthar Khurd,Baghor and other sites in
central lndia; Singi Talav and 16R dune site near Didwana in Rttasthan; and Paisra in Bihar.
α[. 2002)
The Acheulian levels at Attirampakkanl(Pappu ct αl. 2011)and ISampur(Paddayya ct
have been dated to l.5 and l.2 1nillion years respectively.The lⅥ

iddle Palaeolithic levels at 16R
1).

dune site near Didwana are dated to about O.2 million years(see Fig。
Important l颯 esolithic sites vvere investigated at Sangankallu in Karnataka,Chitrakot Falls

e

Ⅲ
and Bhimbetka in central lndia,Mahadaha,Damdama,Sarai Nahar Rai and Chopanimando in
valapuram Locality 3 in the
Ganga basin,and Bagor and Tilwara in Rttasthan.Recent WOrk at力
13
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Jurreru valley of Kurnool region exposed Middle Palaeolithic artefacts below and above volcanic
asl'r deposits dated to 74,000 years BP (Petraglia et at. 2OO7). Excavations ar rock shelter Localiry 9
at this place stretched the antiquiry of blade-based microlithic tools to 34,000 years Bp (Clarkson
et at. 2009). At Mehtakheri in centrai India, microlithic traditions are dated to 48,000 years Bp
(Mishra et al. 2009a). In all these excavations occupation deposits were carefully exposed in
horizontal levels and cultural materials were point-plotted and photo-documented. In some areas
archaeologicai investigations were accompanied by ethnographic and experimental studies.

5. GENERET CUMURE SESUENCE
Anothermajordevelopmentthattookplace duringthis periodwas the use of absolute datingtechniques
such as radiocarbon, Electron Spin Resonance (ESR), thermoluminescence, palaeomagnetism,
thorium-uranium and argon-argon. The four major stages recognized within the Stone
Age of the
Indian subcontinent and their broad chronological spans, respectively, are as follows (Mishra
l99s;
Dennell 2009: 338-9; Chauhan 2010: 4) :

Cultural Stage

Age (years in BP)

1. Possible early sites

a) Uttarbaini, Jammu, India
b) fuwat, punjab (pakistan)
2. Palaeolithic
a) Lower palaeolithic
b) Middle palaeolithic
c) Upper Palaeolithic
3. Emergence of microlithic tradition
based on blades (Jwalapuram in I(urnool

1.6 (revised to 2.8) million years
1.9 (revised to 2.5) million years
1.5 to 0.2 million years
0.2 million to 40,000 years
40,000 to 10,000 years
10,500 years ro 48,000 years

area and Mehtakheri in central India)

4. Mesolithic

10,000 ro 6,000 years

It must be admitted that the sequence noted above is an aggregated picture. Barring a

few sites like 16 R dune site at Didwana in Rajasthan (Fig. 1; Misra lggT),rock
sheiter III F-23
at Bhimbetka in central India, and Patne in the Deccan, the phases
designated above are found as
single units and not as components of a one evolving culture
complex.
Secondly, Stone Age culture, while marked by both regional and
temporal variability, did
show progress on the whole. In this context Kosambi's observation quoted
at the beginning of this
paper is verY pertinent. I sincerely believe that this statement
reflects the inspiration derived from
the concept of progress which dominated European thought during
seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries' Let us consider some of the striking aspects pertaining
to the prehistoric stage.
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7. USE OF ORGENIC MATERIETS
Prehistoric man showed remarkable resiiience in the utilization of raw materials for making
artefacts. The erridence for use of organic materials is limited. One may recall here that the earliest
known artefacts on organic materials come from Europe. In 1911, one yew wood spear was
reported from the Lower Palaeolithic site of Clacton-on-Sea in England. Then in 7.948, another
example, also of yew wood, was excavated from the Palaeolithic site of Lehringen in Germany.
Since 1995 half a dozen more examples have been reported from excavation at Schoningen in
Germany, dated to the last interglacial (Eemian) (Thieme 2005). These are made of spruce and
pine and range from 1.82 rn to 2.5 m in length and show working at both distal and proximal
ends. What is equally important about these objects is that they were found together with stone
artefacts and animal bones, particularly the remains of horse. There is thus no doubt that these
lances or spears were indeed used for killing game.
In India too, wood and bone were probably commonly used right from early times for
shaping spears, lances and points but no such objects have survived from Lower Palaeolithic
sites. Our evidence by and large consists of stone implements, and it is dnly from the succeeding Middle
Palaeolithic that we begin to see artefacts shaped from organic materials. In the mid-1880s, Robert
Bruce Foote and his son Henry Foote exposed much faunai material from the Upper Palaeolithic
levels of Billasurgam caves of Kurnool area (Foote 1884: 201-202; 7976:38). It comprised over
7,7O0 pieces of cut and vr,orked bones, out of which 200 were identified as tools and compared with
the Magdalenian specimens. Unfortunately, all these specimens were lost.
In the 7970s, Murry re-exca\rated the Billasurgam caves and also undertook excavations at
a nearby cave called Muchchatla Chintamanugavi. These excavations yielded bone artefacts along
with stone artefacts and faunal material. The latter site yielded, in addition to 223 artefacts of
shale and limestone, a bone-tool assemblage made up of 2,003 specimens (FiS.2). This bone tool
assemblage consisted of scrapers, perforators, chisels, spaftllae, and tanged and shouldered points
fashioned from wild cattle bones by means of flaking, cutting and chipping (Muffy 1974).
More recently, fresh evidence has been obtained from Kurnool region. Excavations at rock
shelter Localiry 9, near Jwalapuram, have pushed the antiquiry of backed tools of microlithic
tradition to 34,000 years BP, and also yielded objects made of organic materials (Clarkson et al.
2OO9). A uniseriai harpoon head of antler has been found in levels dated to 34,000 years BP. A
broken bone point (probably an awl with traces of use at the tip) has been found in levels dated
berween 20,000 years BP and 34,000 years BP. Further, Stratum C (dated between 12,000 years
and 20,000 years BP) has yielded a set of 25 flat beads of limestone and bone. Their thickness varies
from 1.6 mm to 2.1 mm and all of them have a central perforation obtained by means of rotating
action of the tip of a thin, backed tool (Fig. 3A). In 1960s, a shaped bone objectwas reported in an
Upper Palaeolithic context from Lohanda nullah of the Belan valley (Pal 2005). It measures about
10 cm in height and was initiaily considered as a figurine of Mother Goddess, but most workers now
treat it as a harpoon head with a barb on either side (Fig. 38).
Patne is a well-excavated open air site in the Ajanta range of hills of Western Ghats, preserving
cultural levels of the Middle and Upper Palaeolithic and Mesolithic phases. The Upper Palaeolithic
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deposit has a c̲14 date of 25,000 years BP.The Middle and upper Palaeolithic levels yielded shaped
ostl‐

ich eggshell pieces.These consist of three disc̲beds with a central perfOratiOn(and an additiOnal

piece made of lnarine shel)and a few specilnens showing criss̲cross design beれ
lines(sali 1989)(Fig.夕ヽ‑3).Subsequently,ostrich eggshel1 0可

veen hOrizontal

ectS Were fOund in Upper Palaeolithic

context from MehtakheH,Rttota and Otter sites in central and westem lndia.POints and Other OtteCtS
shaped i¥Orn bOne,ander and horn have been reported from many MesOlithic sites such as Bhilnbetka
in centrallndia and Damdama,sarai Nahar Rai and Other sites in the Ganga basin.
The evidence fron■ the site of Kalpi On the Yamuna takes the antiquity of use Of Organic
materials to the Middle Palaeolithic Phase(Tewari cど

αl.2002).Here,an assemblage of 65 artefacts
on small quartzite pebbles was fOund in a layer Of fine rnicaceous sand fornling part Of a cliff

section on the Yamuna.The sandy layer has been dated t0 45,000 years BP by lnfrared stimulated
Luminescence.In additiOn tO the lithic assemblage,Kalpi yielded a set Of 23 artefacts shaped On

cattle and elephant bOnes,ali shOwing signs Of charring(Fig.5).These speciinens shOw flaking
and other prOcesses Of wOrking Of a silnPle type and have been grouped intO end―

scrapers,pOints,

notched implements,burins,specimens with cut̲marks and atypical end̲scraper.JOglekar(In press)
has inade a systematic study Of the faunal assemblage and cOnfirmё

d the presence of shaped t001s
in the c01lectiOn.Thus the Kalpi assemblage represents the earliest known set Of ottectS made On
OFganiC materials recOrded fronl sOuth Asia.
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8. LITHIC TECHNOLOGY

A. Improvements in Raw Material Utilization
Coming to the subject of lithic technology, a variery of rocks and siliceous materials were utiiized by
the palaeolithic and Mesolithic groups. In fact one could identify some improvements from stage to
groups
stage in the selection of rocks. Bruce Foote (1916: B-9) beiieved that the Lower Palaeolithic
no
ionger
is
occupied only those areas rich in surface exposures of quartzite. But this observation
and
valid because we now know that the Stone Age groups occupied even areas lacking quartzite
groups' The raw
utilized locally available rocks belonging to igneous, sedimentary or metamorphic
and blocks from
material blanks of these rocks were obtained either as river cobbles or as nodules
dolerites from dykes
the actual geoiogical outcrops or veins. In the Deccan region basalt rocks and
are good examples'
were freely exploited. sites like chirki-Nevasa, Bori, Gangapur and Morgaon
and dolerite from
In the Bellary region of Karnataka, haematite quartzite from Dharwar formation
dykes within the Archaean granites were utilized'
In the Hunsgi and Baichbal valleys of Guibarga district, silicified limestone from beds
sorne sites in these rwo valleys
belonging to the Bhima series was exploited on an extensive scale. At
raw material at the site of
other rocks like schist and dolerite were used. Granite is the principal
was exploited in some parts of
Lalitpur in Jhansi district of Uttar Pradesh (Singh 1965) ' Fossil wood
eastern and northeastern India.
Durkadi in the Narmada valley'
At many sites, e.g., Anagwadi in the Ghataprabha valley and
cobbles and bouiders for flaking' But
the Acheulian groups occupied river bed gravels and exploited
were exploited at the geological
there are only a limited number of sites where the raw materials
site where a chert vein was exploited
sources themselves . ziaratpir shaban in sind is an Acheulian
example. It was a true quarryfor flaking (Biagi et al. 7996). Isampur in Hunsgi valley is another
consisting of blocks of suitable size and
cum-workshop that came up on a weathered iimestone bed
shapes. It covers an area of three quarters of a hectare'
by flake-tool assemblages,
The succeeding Middle palaeolithic stage, which is dominated
quartzite and other rocks continued to be
witnessed a big change in raw material selection. While
jasper, agate and other siliceous stones
used in some areas in a limited way, chert, chalcedony,
obtained either as nodules from
now became the principal raw materials for working. These were
shows that the Stone Age groups
veins or as cobbles anilpebbles from river gravels. This definitely
the geoiogical sources of raw
now acquired a more intimate knowiedge of the landscape including
up, which contain large quantities
material. At some of these places extensive workshops came
in central India' and
of finished tools as well as flaking debris. Samnapur, Choli and Dongargaon
of such sites'
Kovalli and Devapur in Karnataka are some well-knovrn examples

Samnapurisafoothillsitelocatedsomel0kmfromtherightbankoftheriverNarmada.
deposit of chert enclosed within
Here the cultural level is associated with one-metre thick rubble
nodules of cherty
thick brown silt of alluvial origin. The Middle Palaeolithic groups employed

three thousand artefacts
quartzite procured from adjacent hill-slopes as raw material blanks' Over
and a small amount of fossil fauna were found during excavation'
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Devapur in the Shorapur Doab of north Karnataka is another large r,r,orkshop site associated
r,vith extensive high-level gravel lying about 12 m above the bed of river Krishna. This gravel spread,
laid down by lateral drainage in the early stages of the formarion of the lt-ishna, is less than halfa-metre
thick and is spread over an area of 3 sq km. tt is made up of whitish/cream-coloured chert
'
pebbles and cobbles which range up to 10 cm across and rest on granite surface in a consolidated
condirion. These were exploited by the Middle Palaeolithic groups. An extensive workshop was
found 1 km east of the Devapur village. Over 170 fresh-looking artefacts were found from this
locality (Paddayya 1968: 29-31).
Kovalli in the Ghataprabha valley of Kaladgi basin is another example of extensive workshop
that came up on a raw- material source. Here a chert vein was exposed in limestone formation and
nodules from the vein were used as the raw material for fashioning a variety of artefacts (pappu
7974: 87-88). The collection from the site comprises nearly 2,500 specimens, all found in
fresh
condition.

The use of siliceous materials continued into the succeeding Upper palaeolithic and
Mesolithic stages, and basic rocks were now more or less completely discarded. As
in the case
of Lower and Middle Palaeolithic phases, extensive workshops developed at rhe sources
of raw
material. In the case of Rallakalava complex of Upper Palaeolithic sites in Andhra pradesh,
the
assemblages from Vedullacheruvu, Thimmayyagunta and other places
were found on eroded
surface of yellow silt. The raw material blanks of quartzite were obtained
both as nodular blocks
from nearby rock outcrops and as pebbles from river bed. Ail artefacrs were
found in mint-fresh
condition (Murry 1968) (Fig. 6).
Yadwad in the Ghataprabha basin (Pappu and Deo 7994: l-so) and
salvadgi (seshadri
7962) and Maralbhavi in Shorapur Doab (Paddayya 1968: 26) aretrue
workshops or factory sites
with extensive traces of working. All these sites developed on exposures of
chert in limestones and
the cultural levels were subsequently covered by black soil deposits.
The Maralbhavi site occupies an
area of rwo hectares of farmland; the chert is of reddish brown
colour and gives perfect conchoidal
fracture' It was later exploited also by the Neolithic groups of the region.
iuch sites exist in other
regions too, such as Bhokar and Inamgaon in Maharashtra.
In the Mesolithic phase, all these siliceous materials conrinued to be expioited
and in some
areas, like Bellary in Karnataka and Kerala, even a highly intractable
material like quartz was freely
employed' In the Shorapur Doab r,vhitish,/cream-coloured flanish chert
nodules from limestone
formations were preferred for working. The nodules found as loose pieces
on the land surface were
collected and transported to camping spots close to stream banks
or foothill region of plateaus and
hills' The Mesolithic Sroups also used dolerites from dykes or other coarse-grainecl
materials for
fashioning heavy-dury tools iike chopping tools.
The above-mentioned data clearly demonstrates several improvements
in the behaviour of
the hominin groups in respect of their understanding of habitats:
a) Abiliry to use a variery of basic and sometimes coarse-grained
rocks like granite as raw
material in the Lower palaeolithic stage.

b) Recognition of the superior flaking properties of siliceous materials
as against basic rocks
in the subsequent stages.
22
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c) Improvements in their knowledge of the original sources of various raw materiais and their
distribution on the landscape; and
d) Ability to collect and transport raw material blocks from original sources to camping spots
covering distances up to 10 or 15 km.
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tJpper Palaeolithic artefacts from the Rallokalava basin, Andhra Pradesh
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9.STUDIES IN TECHNOLOGY
A.Lower Palaeolithic
Now let us cOnsider briefly some Ofthe recent studies cOncerning stOne tooltechno10gy of different

phases.Conventionally,the Lower Palaeohthic assemblages oflndia have been grouped underthe
Soanian and biface traditions.The Soanian was recognized by de Terra and Paterson in the 1930s
in northwestern lndia.On stratigraphical and typological cOnsideratiOns of stOne artefacts which

they had found On the Soan terraces,they put up what has cOme to be knOwn as the Soan culture
sequence comprising the pre― Soan,Early SOan,Late Soan and Evolved SOan stages.
Later the Soanian was treated as part of the chOpper― chopping tool tradition of east and
south‐ east Asia,while the biface tradition of peninsular lndia was treated as part Of the handaxe̲
cleaver traditiOn OfAfrica,west Asia and vvestern Europe,Movlus Line formalized this geographical
and cultural dichOtOmy be●

″een

theれνO traditions.Paterson and DruFnlnOnd(1962)even went tO

the extent of attributing the sOanian assemblage to a war―

like grOup and the Acheulian assemblages

to a peace‐ lo宙ng folk.

But the Bridsh ArchaeOb」 cd MiSSion's wOrk in the 198bs in the Pakstan pordon of
PunJab raised seriOus doubts abOut the identlty Of the sOanian both On stratlgraphical and cultural

grounds(Dennell 1995).The Mission fbund a flaked pebble and sOme other artefacts in a cemented
conglomerate occurring at the base Of a 70■ l deep gully at Riwat near Peshavvar.This site is dated
to l.9 million years(Fig.7A).
At Uttarbaini in」 anllnu,some artefacts Of a nondescript nature were found in sedilnents
dated t0 1.6 1nillion years. Pebble― t001 assemblages were obtained ttonl the sirsa and Ghaggar

valleys of Haryana, the Beas and Banganga valleys Of Hilnachal Pradesh, and the Hoshiarpur―
Chandigarh sector Of the siwalik Frontal range.curiOusly enough,bifacial assemblages vvere also
found in the latter area at lnore than麒 ″enty places.This led sOme sch01ars tO propOse co―
existence
ofthe Lν O groups in the area― the Soanian confined tO the duns Ofthe frontal range and the biface

tradition restricted to plateau surfaces(MOhapatra 2009).
On the basis Of a detailed study Of the stratigraphical cOntexts Of sOanian assemblages,
per PleistOcene.He alsO Inade a systematic study

:lillilylilllil:11:fli:Yttlボ i:￨ま 盤 3

of TOka.His lnain Observations are wOrth noting

(Chauhan 2004,2007).
The TOka site is One among a complex of Over● ″enty Palaeolithic Occurrences of surface

type exP10red by chauhan benveen 2002 and 2004 in the Siwalik hills Of Haryana,Puttab and

Hilnachal Pradesh beぃ veen the rivers Markanda and Ghaggar.It is located c10se tO the Markanda
river in the Si.11laur district Of Himachal Pradesh.It is nOt a single spOt site,but cOnsists Of a number
of occurrences sPread over an area of l sq h fornling part Of the Siwalik frontal s10pe.

The artefact clusters were lnostly fOund On sedilnents Of Tatrot fOrlnatiOn Of the upper

Sivvalik grOup.The tOtal assemblage consists Of Over 4,000 specilnens.This,in Chauhan's view,
represents various stages such as prOcurement Of raw lnaterial,平

anufaCture Of implements and
use, rttuvenatiOn and reuse, and discard. The assemblage is mostly based On the wOrldng of
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tan^coloured quartzite cobbles and pebbles and there are indications that sollle vvere introduced
fl‐

om outside.
The large nature of the assemblage enabled chauhan to make a systematic study of typo―

technological features.His mttor COnclusion is that the assemblage dOes not fit either■
v■

th the

typical chopper― chopping tool traditiOn or vvith the biface cOmplex.Instead,it shOws a cOmbination

of Mode l and Mode 3(nake̲t。 。1)traditions.He recOgnized six maOr groups of artefacts in the
entire assemblagesi a)utilized class(26); b)flaked Pieces(1,194); c)composite tools(564);
d)diScoids(21);e)choppers(628);O flakes and debitage(1,575).Some ofthe specilnens among
the utilized class are hanllnerstones showing pitting and bruising lnarks on sides Or ends resulting

臓om use as hal■ merstones for nake detachlnent Or utilization for other purposes like crushing/
cracking food items.The other specilnens in this group are represented by rounded clasts picked
froln streanl beds and used directly fOr scraping,chopping and pOunding.

The secOnd grouP,i.e.,cores,includes bOth single and dOuble platfOrm specilnens as well
as h″ O

bipolar cores.choppers(628)form the largest category and shOw wOrldng on one or both

margins of the clast Or one or both surfaces Or practically a11 0ver lea宙

ng aside a small patch Of

cortex as the butt̲end.Altogether eight types are recOgnized among these implements(Fig.7B).
The third category(discoids)cOnsists of specimens which are wOrked unifacially Or bifacially.

Composite or rnuitifunctiOnal t001s cOuld have been used fbr scraping,chOpping and Other purpOses.
Durkadi is anOther Lower Palaeolithic site which has given some useftll infOrmatiOn abOut
Palaeolithic technology. It is 10cated on a small right̲bank feeder Of the river Narmada.
Armand's detailed wOrk here in the early 1970s exPOSed a c01lu宙

al gravel bed(1.2 m thicЮ

」Orgc

made

up of quartzite cobbles and pebbles and Overlain by silt depOsit measuring abOut a Fnetre in thickness
ln lts eroded state.

The hoΠ linins used the gravel bed fOr Occupation and naking purposes.A trench lneasuring

ox6m wt tmm

占
n ie ravel h 1970フ L軍
『輩
1盤:零 l誌錯:11里雷鼎硫

The speciinens fronl the 10wer levels shOv、 red s

upper levels were found in fresh cOnditiOn. Armand recOgnized the existence ofぃ
traditions in the Durkadi assemblage,ソ

vO distinct

:z.,MOde l tradition(designated as the lDurkadian)and
biface traditiOn representing both Abbevillean and Acheuhan facies.The arlefact types included
choppers,discOids,prOtO… cleaVers and handaxes,scrapers with five different forms,burins,cOres,

etc.(Arlnand 1980).
Rock shelter III F‑23 at Bhilnbetka in central lndia,excavated by V.N.Misra beれ

veen 1973
and 1977,has preseⅣ ed depOsits ylelding rich Late Acheulian,Middle and upper Palaeolithic and
Mesolithic cultural lnaterial(Misra 1978, 1985:Alan1 2001).The tOtal cultural depOsit measures
鳳

山n
糧 『 It榔
五蹴
熙
躍 groups,
The 10cally available quartzite blocks frOm the hills were used by the Palaeolithic

鍵

FttrT:̲=蹴

im縫

while the =意
MesOlithic Occupants employed siliceOus lnaterials like chert and chalcedOny.QuartZite

artefacts number Over 32,000 specilnens,while the chert and chalcedOny assemblage cOmprises
several hundred thOusand specilnens.
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ZiarutPirShaban,inSindprovinceofPakistan,isanAcheuliansitelocatedonthelimestone
the working of locally available
(Biagi et o.L. 7gg6). It is a workshop site based on
rerrace of Rohri Hills
(handaxes)' scrapers'
50 sq m' It yielded bifacial tools
of
area
an
covered
scatter
lithic
chert. The
upper palaeolithic
condition. This site also produced an
mint-fresh
in
hammersrones,
and
cores
assemblage

evidence
of Morgaon in Maharashrra has produced
recent work at the Acheulian site
flakes' named
flakes (Mishra et al' 2oo9b: 126)' Kombewa
Kombewa
of
production
to
pertaining
large flakes struck from
are struck from the flake surface of
Kenya,
in
Kombewa
of
site
after the
they are easily fashioned
surfaces. Since their shapes are regurar,
fracture
two
have
hence
and
cores

into bifaces'uations

of Karnataka have given us a better
at the site of Isampur in Hunsgi 1arlev
made it possible to reconstruct
technology in India. This site has
Acheurian
the
of
understanding
operotoire' sellet defines
point of view of the concep t of chaine
the
from
technology
processes
Acheurian
choine operotoirein-these words:

,It is a chronological segmentation of actions and mental

system of a
its maintenance into the technical
in
and
artefact
an
of
required in the manufacture
the final stage is
raw material procurement and
prehistoric group. The initiar stage of the choineis
discard or

theffifl'il:ff:,Hi;

was discovered
secror of the Hunsgi vallev,
much of the 1'5 to 2 m
Department had quarried away

lfll'"*rn*esrern

in 1983 when the government's trrigation
thickbrown/blacksiltoveriyingtheculturallevel(Fig'12).Subsequentlandmodificationactivities
debris including raw
of both finished tools and flaking
exposure
increased
to
red
and soil erosion
of systematic surface studies
flakes and chips. Five seasons
material brocks, cores, hammerstones,

et
andexcavation(1997-2001)andadetailedexaminationofgeoarchaeologicalfeaturesofthe
material (paddayya 2001, 2OO7a;Paddayya

Acheulian culturar
surrounding area reveared in situ
aL 2000' 2006)atigraphical
in ot*l.u:L:Tt"y"'"::H:::l::li:t
cuttings measuring 6 t:1 sq m
of a hectare and was associated
covers an area of three quarters
in the area reveared that the site

withaweatheredoutcropofsilicifiedlimestone'made*portriangular'rectangularandsquarish
(Fig. 13)' These blocks were an
and 30 to 50 cm across
thickness
in
cm
12
to
10
biocks measuring
the edge of a 2

close to
as was the rocation of the spot
hominin
frourr,
Acheulian
the
to
atrraction
spot also provides
a perenniar body of water. This
herd
p-uuuty
which
to 3 m deep palaeochannel
of game as well
ttre valley floor and the movement
and
plua"*
surrounding
the
an exceilent view of
u'no*Ti;.-,:H'^:.ifi:[iT:1'.ils (coverins a total area or 15e sq m) were excavared ar the
matrix of brownish
thick Acheurian revel in a well-cemented
site. These exposed a 20 to 30 cm
reft behind after
recently reworked so* overburden,
thick
cm
50
to
10
by
carcareous s*t, overlain

soilquarryingbythegovernment,slrrigationDepartment.Allthesestudieswarrantthefollowing
observations about the site:
trial
plotting of all surface features and
from
obtained
information
of
a) On the basis
I to fD were recognized at the
pits, four dense patches (called Sub-localities
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of cultural material

comprising limestone blocks, cores,
finished tools, debitage, and hammerstones of chert, basalt and quartzite collected
from the viciniry of the site. The sub-localities are separated from each other by

site. These consisted

diffuse scatters of lithics.
b) The area was a major quarry-cum-workshop geared to the exploitation of a weathered
bed of silicified limestone comprising blocks of various shapes and sizes well suited to the
needs of hominin groups.
c) The excavated trenches also yielded small quantities of fossilized dental and bone remains
of bovids and cervids and one piece of tortoise shell. This clearly shows that the site was
also used for occupation and food processing and consumption.

In Sub-locality II, the excavated area (Trench 1) measured 70 sq m in extent, and within
this area, seven chipping clusters, each measuring 6 to 8 sq m in extent, were identified and
carefully plotted.
Trench 2 is located in the southern part of the site. It exposed a secondary deposit eroded
from upper part of the site by a shallow overland water channel formed subsequent to quarrying of
silt from the area. No artefacts were collected from here.
Trench 3, situated in Sub-locality III, measured 7 x 6 m. It exposed 20 to 30 cm thick
Acheulian level below 20 to 50 cm thick black silt. It yielded a total assemblage of 1,420 artefacts
grouped under sir classes: shaped tools (54); cores (91); flakes (384); modified/utilized pieces (6);
and debitage (885). The shaped tools comprise handaxes (5); cleavers (10); chopping tools (4);
knives (3); scrapers (8); hammerstones (19); anvil stones (2), point (1); and flaked slabs (2).
Trench 4 (4 x 3 m), located in Sub-locality I, showed 15 to 20 cm thick cultural deposit
below 5 to 10 cm thick black soil resting on the limestone floor. It gave an assemblage of 4,037
specimens comprising shaped tools (34); cores (26); flakes (84); modified/utilized pieces (18) and
debitage (3, 885). The shaped tools include handaxes (8), cleavers (5), hammerstones (9), scrapers
(4), knives (2), perforator (1) and indeterminate pieces (5).
Trench 5 (also located in Sub-locality I) measured 5 x 4 m in extent with a thin soil cover (5
cm thick) over the Acheulian level (10 to L5 cm thick). The level yielded 6,477 artefacts comprising
shaped tools (57), cores (48), flakes (183), utilized,/modified pieces (8) and debitage (6, 181). The
shaped tools include handaxes (26), cleavers (2), hammerstones (11), chopping tools (8), scrapers
(3), knife (1), points (3), anvil stone (1) and indeterminate pieces (2).
Trench 1 in Sub-localiry II is the main trench excavated at the site. It covered 70 sq m and
exposed 20 cm thick Acheulian level (30 to 50 cm below surface) overlying limestone bed-rock (Figs.
14A-B). The top 10 to 20 cm deposit in the trench consisted of black clay overlying 5 to 10 cm thick
(20/25-30 cm below surface) colluvial gravel lens of chert yielding Middle Palaeoiithic artefacts. The
20 cm thick Acheulian level was excavated in 5 cm spits and each level was point-plotted. In the
bottom plotted level (50 cm), seven chipping clusters, each measuring 6 to B sq m, were identified
(Fig. 15). Each cluster was made up of cores, large flake blanks, finished tools, hammerstones, and
debitage including chips measuring less than 1 cm, all found in fresh, unabraded condition. Each
cluster also had an arrangement of limestone slabs which may have served as seats for the knappers.
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plotted level'
The assemblage from 40 cm plotted level, 40-45 cm digging ievel, 45 cm
13,043 specimens' of these
45-50 cm digging levll and 50 cm plotted leve1 comprises a total of
rocics. The assemblage consists
lO,g1g are on limestone and the rest on chert, quartzite and other
pieces (279) and debitage
of cores (1gB), flakes (301), shaped tools (169), utilized or modified
(15), knives (18), scarpers
(12,096) (Fig. 16). The shaped tools include handaxes (48), cleavers
(1)' The cores occur in various
(65), chopping tools (14), discoids (3), perforators (5) and others
of steep-sided scrapers and perforators with a
stages of working. Noteworthy too is the occurrence
zinken-like working end'
made it possible to identify
A careful analysis of this assembiage, including debitage, has
hominin groups:
the various reduction strategies adopted by the Isampur
to 12 cm thick) readily available
a) suitable limestone slab pieces (30 to 40 cm long and 10

onthesurfaceofrockoutcropwereselectedforworking.InsomeCasesthebiocks off
into cores by chipping
were pried from the ourcrop. These blocks were shaped
blocks so prepared flakes were
irregular projections from sides or corners. From the
detachedbymeansofunifacialorbifacialflaking.someofthelargeflakeswereinturn
'
used as cores for further flake production'
b)Someoftheiargeflakes(20-25cmlong)soremovedweretransformedintoknivesand
chopping tools with a minimum of secondary chipping'
c)Insomecaseslargeflakeswereshapedintobifaces(bothcleaversandhandaxes)through
elaborate secondary flaking and chipping'

d)Thesmallerflakesweretransformedintoscrapers,perforatorsanddiscoidsthrough
secondary work.
2 to 8'5 cm in thickness' were used directly
e) In certain cases thin limestone slabs, measuring
chipping'
for making bifaces (handaxes) by means of bifacial
of Intertrappean chert'
f) The hammerstones (63) used for flaking consist of cobbles or blocks
isolated pieces both on the valley floor and the
basalt and quartzite which are availabie as
show pitted patches resulting from percussion'
tablelands. In almost all cases, their surfaces
i) above 4, 000 gm; ii) 1, 000-2,000 gm;
Fourweight classes ale present among these specimens:
ii| 500-1, 000 gm; and iv) uP to 500 gm'
g)Experimentalflakingoflimestoneundertakenatthesiteconfirmstheabove-mentioned 2009)'
(Shipton, Petraglia and Paddayya
flaking straregies adopted by the Isampur hominins
palaeolithic site in India which has prcivided a significant body of data
Isampur is the first Lower
source at a geologicar outcrop and the manufacturing
about hominin identification of raw material
From heie the shaped tools were being transported
processes adopted by them for various tool-types.
occurrence of zinken-like perforators and

The
ro other locarities as parr of daily foraging activities.
being
that a considerable amount of wood-working was
large, steep-sided hollow scrapers ,,rg!";
(Figs'
17A-B)'
preparation of spears, lances and points
practiced at the site, which probably included

Isampurhasalsogivenaddedweighttothelong-suspectedhighantiquityoftheAcheulian
the excavation

from bovine teerh found during
tradition in India. Three samples of enamel exrracted
Laboratory of williams College' Boston' u's'A'
were processed by ESR method in the chemistry
37
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These samples Save an average age of 1.27 million years (Padd awa et al" 2OO2).
Some reservations
have been expressed about this date. Dennell (2009: 375) has called ir a 'rogue,date
as it strays far
from the known temporal spread of the Acheulian in the Indian subcontinenr (200
kyr to 700 kyr).
others have raised technical objections and pointed out thar the uranium uptake
of the sample could

be of the value of only 700 kyr' obviously, more dates are required
for setrling the issue or rrigrr
antiquity of rhe Acheulian in India. The Isampur date raises a possibiliry
which cannot be ignored
any longer, particularly in view of the propositions made recently
that the Achulian probably had its
beginnings in India itself (Mishra et aI.2009c).
our excavation and survey work at Isampur have also permitted certain
refinements in
the settlement system model of landscape use I had earlier
proposed for the Hunsgi and Baichbal
valleys' According to this, dry season aggregadon of the
hominin groups near spring-fed water pools
and reliance on large-game hunting and wet season
dispersal across valley floor and dependence
on wild plant foods and small game were the rwo main
annual resource-management strategies
adopted by the hominin groups of the area (padd
ayya 79g2)2. Ten other sites (many more likely
to be found beneath silt deposit) were found within
a radius of 5 to 6 km from Isampur (Fig. 1B).
These yielded a small number of limestone artefacts
similar to those r"""a i" Isampur excavarion
and probably represent the daily hunting-foraging
rounds of the hominin groups. Isampur served
as a localized hub for manufacturing and occupation
activities. Four or five such hubs could be
identified in the nvo valleys.
one of these new sites near Isampur, probably of
a later date, has given evidence of a new
facet of Acheulian technology. This is the site
of xolihal, lying about I.s km due west of Isampur
localiry (Paddayya and Jhaldiyal tggg).
This is also a foothill site where weathered limestone
bed once again served as the base for
a quarry-cum-worship' The cultural level
lies beneath black soil measuring 20 to 30 cm
in thickness.
The locality covers a farmland area measuring
about 100 x 35 m. Due to ploughing activiry
and also
soil erosion, Acheulian cultural material comprising
30 cores, half a dozen bifacial tools and more
than 100 flakes, all in mint-fresh condition, was
found at this locality. An interesting aspect of
this
assemblage is that ail cores are of the discoid
a\/ovalform measuring 15 to 25 cm in diameter
and B
to 12 cm in thickness.
After regularizing the periphery of limestone blocks
by way of chipping off the irregular
projections, one of the surfaces is subjected
to convergent flaking or u Rattiri r.i"rra. art".
il;;;
the surface in this way, using a flat portion on
the peiiphery as platform a fine flake is struck
off
from the flaked surface' This is the prepared core
technique, foreshadowing the Levallois technique
of iater periods' over 100 flakes of this rype were
noted on surface at the localiry. These have
regular shapes with thin edges and were
used for making handaxes, cleavers, knives
and other
implement types' Kolihal site belongs to the
middle stage in-the development of Acheulian
tradition
in the Hunsgi and Baichbal valleys (see Fig.
19).
Another important outcome of the prolonged
research in the Hunsgi and Baichbal valleys
is the recognition of internal developmenral sequence
within the Acheulian tradition. A detailed
consideration of the stratigraphical contexts
of sites in both valleys, analysis rypo-technological

3B
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features of lithic assemblages obtained from them, and evidence of absolute dates available for
Isampur, Teggihalli and Sadab have made it possible to propose a division of the sites into Early,
Middle and Late stages (Paddayya 2008) (Figs. 16, 19-20).
Stratigraphically, the Early Acheulian assemblages occur invariably on bedrock (as at
Isampur), while rhe Middle Acheulian sites are found either on bedrock (Kolihal, Hunsgi etc.) or in the
overlying brow-n silt which is covered by black silt (as at Teggihalli). The late Acheulian assemblages
are always found in the upper levels of brown silt, as at Mudnur X locality in the Baichbal valley.
From the early to advanced stages, the assemblages not only show progressive refinement in flaking
techniques, but also record significant improvements in the shapes of implements and reduction in

their sizes.

Frc

16 EaLry Acheulian

cores, flake andbifaces from

Isampur excavation (Courtesy: Poddayya 2008)
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19 Middle Aclrculian artefacts from Hunsgi and Baichbal valleys: discoidal core
from Kolihal and bifaces from Teggihalli (courtesy: paddalrya 2008)
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Bo ⅣIiddle

and Upper Palaeolithic

The number of technological studies dealing、 げith the lk/1iddle and Upper Palaeolithic Phases
Ⅳliddle Palaeolithic horizon

is lilllited. As mentioned earlier, at Samnapur on the Narmada the
is asζ ociated■

vith a colluvial gravel forlning part of silt sedirnent(R/1iSra cど α[. 1990)(Fig. 21).

/ere obtained. Using the chert rubble
From a tOtal excavated area of 44 sq m 3,192 artefacts、 へ
gravel of COlluvial origin as a stable surface,the horninin groups brought blocks of cherty quartzite

from nearby hillsides as wvell as Vindhyan quartzite cobbles fronl riverbed.The presence of cores,
debitage chips and flakes clearly indicates that flalcing took Place on the spot.

The Samnapur assemblage allnost entirely consists Of flakes ranging fron1 5 to 20 cm in
length.1/1ost of then■

still carry patches of cortex on their dorsal surfaces,indicating that silnPle

hard/SOft hanllner techniques wvere employed.Hovvever, the edges are Sharp and show traces
Of honlinid use or damage resulting from natural causes.The assemblage also contains a small
yed for transforΠ ling flakes and blades
pl:p∬
empl° scrapers,end― scrapers,denticulates and
l:i:蝋 Iξlle̲sided

現

:￨:::)L:131ilililili[麗

notched tools,points and bOrers(Fig。 22).There are alSO Some examples of knives with a thick

naturally forlned back.The assemblage lackS handaxes and cleavers.HoWever,these types are
presentin the lЛ iddle Palaeolithic assemblage from the rock shelter site of Bhilnbetka,also located

in the Narmada valley.
one ofthe interesting features noted in the Bhilnbetka assemblage is the use ofthin quartzite
slabs for shaping scrapers by silnple edge―

retouch(Ⅳ liSra 1985;Alaln 2001:15).

Atthe Devapur high― level gravel Site in the ShOrapur Doab,Chert cobbles iOm the high level
)f sirnple,prepared core and discoidaltechniques.
,and is totally lacking in handaxes and cleavers
)ha valley is also assoCiated with a chert vein.The

axes and cleavers.Flakes were obtained by lneans
of plain flalcing and prepared core techniques and shaped intO SCrapers,points and bOrers(Pappu

1974:89).
In the Deccan region,Patne has giVen exCellent evidence of local development froln the
Ⅳliddle to Upper PalaeohthiC and from the Upper Palaeolithic to 1/1esolithic.Careful excavation at
this site,located in the ttanta range of hills,exPoSed 10 m thiCk stratigraphical record(SiltS and
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at
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(Courtesy: Sali 1989)
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24 Middte Paloeolithic

artefacts f-rom Patne excavation (Courtesy: Soli 1989)
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Upper Palaeolithic artefq.cts from Patne excavation
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to E represent a late stage and are marked by the use of chalcedony and occurrence of a
variety of backed tools on blades. The use of chalcedony continues inro the Mesolithic period. In
addition to backed tools such as backed, truncated and penknife blades, crescents and backed points,
, geometric forms such as trapezes and triangles make an appearance no!v. Patne thus constitutes an
excellent case study for understanding cultural transitions in the later part r:f the lndian Stone Age.
Maralbhavi is an open air workshop which developed on a cherr vein in limestone formation
forming part of plateau surface enclosing the Hunsgi valley. The handy chert nodules were
transformed into cylindrical cores for blade production. As compared to sites like patne, blades
are larger in size and are also cruder in workmanship. The types include simple blades, retouched
blades, scraPers and points. Backed tools are practically absenr in the assemblage (paddayya
1968:
73-7s).
vodikalu in the Gunjana valley of Cuddapah district in Andhra pradesh is another example
of
extensive Upper Palaeolithic workshop-cum-occupation site (Raju 19BB: 46-52).
The main localiry
covers an area of 340 x 180 m of land now brought under cultivation and the
artefact clusters occur
on red loam surface- Excavation exposed the main culrural level at a depth
of 140 to 190 cm below
surface. Fine-grained quartzite and lydianite, obtained as cobbles from
river bed and as nodules and
chunks from nearby hills, served as the two main types of raw marerial for
working. The Vodikalu
assemblages are extremely rich and are based on blade technology.
Baghor I on the river Son has produced a very developed Late palaeolithic
assemblage with
refined blade technology and reduced sizes of implements. It clearly
foreshador,vs the succeeding
Mesolithic stage. This is an extensive and rich occupation-cum-workshop
site (Kenoyer et al. 79g3).
The cultural level is associated with grey-black clay and lies
at a depth of 20 cm beiow surface. The
excavation covered an area of 717 sq m and exposed a large amount
of artefactual material made
of chert and other siliceous materiais. The assemblage is based on
developed blade technology and
consists of various backed blade types, triangles, points, etc.
The volume Indian prehistory: 1980,
edited by Misra and Pal (7997), contains useful papers on various palaeolithic
sites in the country.
Phases C

C. Mesolithic
The Mesolithic is based on the mass production of blades from prismatic
or blade cores. Bagor in
Rajasthan is a classic example of this technological tradition (Misra
Lg73).'rhe experimental studies
in the son valley have revealed that three techniques were probably employed
in the production
of blades from cores, namely, direct percussion, indirect percussion
with the help of a punch and
pressure technique (Goerke 1983). These blades are
then transformed into various geometric and
non-geometric forms.
Although the number of examples available to us is limited, it is
most certain that these
artefacts were used as insets for preparing a variery of composite
tools in bone or wooden hafts. The
volume Mesolithic lndio edited byv. D. Misra and J. N. Pal (2002)
gives a detailed and up-to-date
account of the major features of Mesolithic phase in different
parts of the country. In particular,
attention is drawn to v.N- Misra's masterly 66-page-long synthesis
entitled ,Mesolithic culture
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published a
in India: Keynote'published in this volume. Likewise, Misra and Nagar (2009) have
comprehensive paper on the rypology and technology of Mesolithic tools.
Besides microlithic implements on blade blanks, the Mesolithic assemblages from many
mullers, querns and
sites conraining evidence of habitation also include heavy equipments like
used as weights for
hammerstones for processing plant and animal foo<is, and ring-stones probably
which are worth
digging sticks. There are rwo other developments regarding Mesolithic technology
on coarse-grained
noting. One of these concerns the occurrence of heavy-dury edge-tools made
tools, knives, core scrapers and
rocks like dolerite. These tools comprise regular choppers, chopping
of Keonjhar and
picks. These have been found as an integral component of Mesolithic assemblages
(Fig' 27) '
Phulbani districts of Orissa (Ota 1986; Mohanty 1989, 1993)

27 Heavy duty artefacts of dolerite (1, cttopping tool
of Phulbhani dittiirt, Orissa (Courtesy: Ota 1986)
Frc

and-

2,

horsehoof core)

from Mesolithic sites
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Such artefacts also occur in small numbers at other sites in different parts of the country, but
have unfortunately not received much attention in the literature. These were obviously meant for
clearance of vegetation from camping spors and for preparing wooden implements and weapons.

癬魏 ｆ

The other important development concerns the evidence for high antiquity of Microlithic
traditions based upon the use of blade blanks. For a long time the Microlithic traditions were
regarded as more or less synonymous w-ith the Mesolithic phase which is dated to the first half of
the Holocene period. Then, in the 1980s, excavations in the Sri Lankan caves of Beli lena Kitulgala
and Batadomba lena produced microlithic artefacts from levels dated between 10,500 years BP and
36,000 years BP (Deraniyagala 2007: 56). Excavations at Jwalapuram Locality 9 in Kurnool area of
Andhra Pradesh revealed a continuous sequence of microlithic traditions dated between 10,000 and
35,000 years BP (Clarkson et a\.2009) (Fig. 28).
It appears that at Mehtakheri on the Narmada the microlithic traditions are even older;
luminescence dating of sediments (flood silt) has stretched their antiquity to 48,000 years BP
(Mishra et al.20O9a).
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28 Microlithic

artefacts from Jwalapuram Locality

(Courtesy: Clarkson et al. 2009)
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bar. Thus the Stone Age r:ccupation of the Indian landscape not only became regionaily intensive
but also laterally ertensive.
Secondly, there are some indications that refinements in technology iacilitated improvements
in subsistence practices. In this connection we need to note that, contrary to long-held views about
Early Man having been a mighty hunter, taphonomical studies of faunal materials from Olduvai
Gorge and other early sites have revealed that much of this bone material represents the remains
of skeletal Parts scavenged from death or kill-cum-consumption spots of carnivorous animals (e.g.
Binford 7982).
Some of the excavated Acheulian and Middle Palaeolithic sites in India such as Isampur,
Attirampakkam and Samnapur have produced small quantities of faunal remains along with cultural
material. These bones represent wild cartle, horse, elephant, and deerlantelope species. At some of
the non-sites such as Hebbal Buzurg, Teggihalli, and Yediyapur XII in Hunsgi and Baichbal valleys
the faunal material is associated with small inventories of cutting tools like kniyes, cleavers and
handaxes, thereby suSSesting that meat-processing was taking place at these spots. Some
of the
bones from sites in Hunsgi and Baichbal valleys bear taphonomic marks of cutting
and chopping.
while for want of direct evidence, we cannot ascertain the nature of hunting methods adoptea
uy
the hominins, it is clear that some amount of meat was derived from large mammals including
scavenged items from animal kill-cum-consumption sites.
The faunal material is much better represented from the succeeding Upper palaeolithic
phase' As menrioned earlier, Bruce Foote and his son Henry Foote
recoveretl remains of mammalian
fauna along with bone artefacts form Billasurgam caves in Kurnool area. Additional
faunal material
was found in these caves by Murty and Thimma Reddy (1976) in their excavarions
in the ZOs of the
last century. Murry reported still more faunal material in his excavation
of another cave site in the
same area, namely, Muchchatla Chintamanugavi (lvlurty 7g74).More
recentlR Jwalapuram Localiry
9 excavation in the same area has also made known faunal material from microlithic
levels datecl
between 12 W and 35 kyr (Clarks on et a|.2009). Considered rogerher,
these materials represent
over 30 species of animals. Some of the bones show clear cut and chop
marks and signs of charring,
thereby revealing that these form part of meal debris. The animals
include large and small game,
birds and aquatic fauna. The principal species are nilgai, blackbuck, four-horned
antelope, sambar,
barking deer, wild boar, gazelle, wild oVbuffalo, monitor lizard,jungle
cat, turtle, erc.
Their exploitation for food by the Upper Palaeolithic groups would hardly
be surprising for
the simple reason that the Yanadis, Yerukalas and Chenchus living in these
hill-tracts ,iitt .rptoi,
these animals by adopting various hunting and trapping methods (Murty
1985; Raju 19BB: g286)' The occuffence of backed blades and microlithic implemenrs facilitating the preparation
of
composite tools and recovery of two bone harpoon-heads (one from
Belan valley and the second
from Jwalapuram) indicate that projectile weapons were already being
used for hunting purposes.
This is further strengthened by the occurrence of tanged points of stone
at some sites, which could
have been used for tipping spears and lances.
when we come to the Mesolithic stage, the picture becomes clearer. Not
only is the faunal
evidence much more Prominent but we have evidence of rock art depicting
scenes of hunting and
trapping, fishing, and collection of wild plant foods. Faunal material
was found in excavation at
s4
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habiration sites such as Langhnaj in Gujarat, Bagor and Tilwara in Rajasthan, Ulahadaha in
'lhe
rhe Galga valiey. This material includes thirty species of mammals, fish, reptiles and molluscs.
principal species include the chital, wild boar, eiephant, rhinoceros, gaur, wild cattle, wiid buffalo,
porcupipe, and turtle or tortoise (Clutton-Brock 1965; Thomas 7975;7996; Thomas and Joglekar
bones.
1994; Joglekar et al. 2003). Cut-and-split marks and signs of charring are common on these
is
Ar sites like Bagor and Adamgarh bones of domestic sheep/goat and cattle were also found. It
phase and
presumed that hunting and trapping were being practised on a wider scale during this
that projectile technology including bow and arrow came into regular use'
There are clues from both archaeological and ethnographic record that, apart from hunting
strategies was
of large game anci scavenging actMties, small fauna which requires oniy collection
yielded from
a regular component of hominin diet right from early stages. Isampur excavation
and Jwalapuram in
the Acheulian levels a shell fragment of tortoise. Baradomba lena in Sri Lanka
of both land and
Kurnool area have produced good evidence of mollusc gathering and exploitation
phase. As mentioned earlier, the
freshwater snails. The picture becomes clearer with the Mesolithic
monitor lizard, birds, rodents,
excavated Mesolithic sit"s have produced remains of reptiles like
ethnographic studies'
fishes, molluscs, and tortoise. This is futly corroborated by the
Work on economically backward groups of village communities and hunting-gathering
chenchus, Yerukalas,
populations of peninsular india such as the van vaghris, Pardhis, Gonds,
these
yanadis and Musahars has revealed rremendous variery in the small fauna being expioited by
and a wide variery of birds
grollps for food purposes - monitor lizards, ro,Lents, fishes, insects,
Ansari 2005)'
(Misra 7990; Nagar and Misra 1993; Paddayya 7982; Murty 1981; Cooper L997;
exploitation basically requires only
Much of this fauna is particularly rich in the wet season and its
collection strategies which even women and men can easily adopt. .
the use of wild plant foods'
The exploitarion of small fauna was surely supplemented by
Basis (1978), the late David
In a very illuminating study entiried Mesolithic Europe: The Economic
having been a major part of
clarke raised objections to the long-held views about meat component
post-glacial Mesolithic economy of Northern
rhe prehistoric diet in Europe. He poinred out rhar the
Already attention has been drawn
Europe predominantly consisted of a wide range of plant foods.
so harsh nor as extensive
to Kosambi,s observation that the Pleistocene in south Asia was neither
among peasants and tribal groups' he
as in Europe, Further, based upon the practices still current
roots, and leafy vegetables would
inferred that a variety of plant foods from the wild like fruits, nuts,
(Kosambi 1965: 34).
have been garhered by the Prehistoric groups
among various hunter-gatherer
The ethnoarchaeological studies carried out subsequently
made knor''trn the use of a large
groups like the chenchus, Yanadis, Gonds, Musahars and others has
in the rainy season' It is
variery of plant foods which, like small fauna, are particularly abundant
of life have now begun to
gratifying to note that traces of this component of hunter-gatherer way
and hammerstones found at the
be identified in the drchaeological record. Mullers, rubberstones
processing these foods' Recently,
various Mesolithic sites in India were most probably meant for
from Yediyapur Locality vI
such implements have been recognized in the Acheulian assemblage
(measuring from B cm to
in the Baichbal valley (paddayya 2010). These are oval-shaped crushers
off irregular projections'
17 cm across) made iro- p"g*atite slab pieces by trimming
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r'vhich could have
These arrefacts show pitted or scarred portions on their blunt peripheries
plant substances (Fig. 29A-B)'
resulted onlyfrom pounding and crushing of soft food materials like
stone implemenrs wirh pitted surfaces have been found at the Acheulian of Gesher Benot

Similar
ya,akov in israel along with carbonized remains of nuts and seeds (Goren-Inbar et ol- 2002).In this
(Artocarpus nobilis), awild
regard it maybe recalled that archaeobotanical remains of wild bread fruit
nut (Canarium zeylanicum) and two species of wild banana were recovered from the Mesolithic levels
(8,000 to 10,000 years BP) of Belilena Kitulgata and Batadombalena in Sri Lanka (Kajale 1989). It is
hoped that with the adoption of betrer recovery techniques such plant materials will be recognized
even from Indian Palaeolithic and Mesolithic sites.

291'

298
Frc 29A & B: Crushers of pegmatite

from Acheulian levek of Yediyapur excovation, Baichbal valley,

Karnatka, showing scarring and pitting marks around periphery (Courtesy: Paddayya 2010)
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lead to
Kosambi correctly inferred that improvements in the means of production generally
su.rveyed areas
an upward swing in the human demographic profile. The data from the intensively
and Baichbal
definitely show increase in the number of sites from period to period. In the Hunsgi
about two hundred
valleys of north Karnataka, where I carried out field studies for three decades,
Acheulian sites were found in an area of 500 sq km'
with sites that it is
lVhen we come to the Mesolithic stage, the landscape is so filled up
good in the case
difficult to say where one site ends and another starts. This situation also holds
cases, population densiry
of many other areas in peninsular india. My estimate is that in these
to about five persons per square
increased from about one person per 2 sq km in the Acheulian
of the landscape's resources
kilometer in the Mesolithic. This obviously implies a better knowledge
and their spatio-temporal attributes'

11.TnSKS AHEnD
into socio-economic as well as
Lithic studies have inherent potentialities to provide fresh insights
this purpose oirr investigations need to
cognitive and other mental aspects of past societies' For
grapple with certain extra tasks'

A. Regional AdaPtive Systems
and

and typologies of the Palaeolithic
Till now prehistorians in India have treated lithic technologies
now give serious thought to the examination of
Mesolithic phases on a pan-Indian level. one should
systems'
Stone Age cultures as intra-regional adaptive

WeneedtoseriouslyconsidertheimplicationsoftheoccurrenceofPalaeolithicand
valleys of

Kashmir valley in the Himalayas, dun
Mesolithic sites in diverse geographical settings the Gangetic plains, the hili-tracts of north-east
the siwalik hills, the arid zone of western Rajasthan,
forest zones of central India and chotanagpur'
India covered with tropical rainforest, the hilly and
cuddapah and l(ortallayar basins of southern
the open landscape of D...or, the Bhima, Kaladgi,

India,andcoastaltractsalongtheArabianSeaandtheBayofBengai.
these diverse environmental
we need to document the finer biogeographical aspects of
or absence of caves ancl rock sheiters' nature of raw
settings - their terrain features, presence
and avaiiabiiiqy of surface water sources' and
materiais available in the area for working, nature
animal foods. The techno-rypological aspects of
narure ancl seasonal availabiliry of wild prlnt and
be understood in rerms of these regionai peculiarities
assembrages of a given region ,".d ,o

rithic
alone can lay bare the extremely rich and interesting
in the biophysical environment. This approach
past hunting-gathering cultures of the subcontinent'
organizational diversiry that exists among the
the scholars of prehistory in lndia'
This is one of the biggest challenges before
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B. Functional Interpretations

'

\n 7967 , Sankalia published a seminal paper in which he highlighted the socio-economic significance
of chalcedony biade assemblages he had found earlier in the excavarions ar rhe Chalcolithic site of
Navdatoli in central India (Sankalia 7967). His trench- and house-wise analysis of blade rools and
some experimental work involving the use of blades permitted him tg infer thar every Chalcolithic
household at the site made its own blade tools and that these were very eflective in various cutting,
scraping and paring activities.
in another interesting paper, presented as Presidential Address of Anthropology and
Archaeology Section of Indian Science Congress held at Kharagpur in 1970, Sankalia emphasized
the need to adopt this functional approach even in Palaeolitic studies (sankalia 7g77b:282-97).
From his experimental studies, Sankalia concluded that handaxes and other cutting
tools aie better
suited for carcass dismemberment. There is tremendous scope for pursuing such
functional studies
of lithic artefacts involving both experimental work and closer examination of excavated
lithic

assemblages.

A limited number of microwear studies have been undertaken in the
country and these have
provided some useful clues. R. K. Pant's (tg7g) work on the polished
srone rools from the Kashmir

Neolithic has shown that some of these implements were hafted in wooden
handles and used in
adze-like fashion for cutting the sides of clay pit-dwellings.
Gurucharan Khanna (personal communication) examined the Neolithic
blade tools from
Khunjhun on the son valley for detecting use-wear marks. J. N. pal (2002)
made an interesting
use-wear study of the microlithic assemblages from the Ganga
basin. Arunima Kashyap (2005) is
pursuing a similar study of microlithic artefacts from Bagor
in Rajasthan. Many more studies of this
kind are required. side by side, organic residues analysis also needs
to be introduced in the country.
Identification of organic residues on stone tools can provide us
many vital clues about plant and animal
foods of the past - their acquisition, processing and consumption.
some years ago, a blood smear of
wild pig was found on a Middle Paiaeolithic stone tool from the
shanidar cave in iraq. Reved in et al.
(2010) have identified evidence of starch grains from
grass seeds, roots, etc., on the surfaces of Upper
Palaeolithic arrefaos from Italy, Russia and czechoslovakia.
In this connection, attention may also be drawn to a limited number
of morphometric and
statistical studies that have been carried out on the Lower and
palaeolithic
Middle
lithic assemblages
of the country (e.g. Misra 1967 Jayaswal and Pant 1973; Joshi
and Marathe 1977;Marathe 1980;
Joshi and Marathe 1985; sinha 7984; Raju 1985; Gaillard
etal. t9g6; Gaillard and Murty 19gB;
AIam 2001)' But it must be conceded that these srudies, while
they have led to some useful typotechnological comparisons between regional assemblages,
have not given any significant inferences
about socio-economic and related aspects of prehistoric
societies.

C. Aspects of

Non-Utilitarian Behaviour

Lithic technology also throws open the possibility of drawing
inferences about the cognitive and other
dimensions of non-utilitarian behaviour of the hominin
iloups. Bringing the principles of genetic
5B
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epistemology of Jean Piaget to bear upon the spatial and morphological attributes of ancient stone
implementi, Tho*m Wynn (7979,1993 and 1995) inferred that the Acheulian Sroups possessed
cognitive abilities closer to those of modern humans. The work on the Acheuiian culture of areas
llke the Hunsgi and Baichbal valleys lends support to this view.
Recognition of features like the basin-like topography of the area, and seasonal and
locational attributes of surface water resources as well as plant and animal foods is a clear proof
of the hominin cognitive abilities. Wynn believes that the manufacture of handaxes and other
bifacial tools presupposes the use of four major components of operational thought characteristic
of modern hr*rri, viz., whole-part relations, qualitative displacement, spatio-temporal
substitution and symmetry. He further stares that these operations could also have afforded the
hominins competence to deal with a variety of phenomena in day-to-day life, e.g-, geographical
positions
space marked with hills, rivers and other landmarks occupying constant, measured
cognition
and
systems
kinship
to
create
ability
in relation ro one another, ability to serialize things,

of causality.
like tool. Lithic technology also reflects sociality prevalent among the hominins in mattersrecognized
production and learniii and transmission of skills. The Acheulian chipping clusters,
in Trench 1 at Isampui, required the participation of two or three Persons for prying blocks
and reduction
from the limestone Uea, ieaucing them into smaller blocks, actual flake production,
give expression
into implements. It is also porilbl" some of the symmetrically shaped bifaces
social and
cognitive,
adaptive,
to the hominin aesrhetic sensibilities. It is the interplay of these
a stable way of
aesthetic faculties of Stone Age groups which not only enabled them to devise
biological and
life spanning long stretches oitime but also facilitatecl their evolution into higher

cultural stages.

D. Ethnography as a Source of Learning
While it is true that
Ethnography can serve as a rich source of learning about Prehistoric technology.
practise exclusively stone
India lacks simple communities like the Australian aborigines who still
outlived the Prehistoric
tool technology, it should at the same rime be noted that the use of stone
fact stone is still widely used
and protohistoric periods and continued into the historical periods. In
the use of chaicedony
in both rural and urban areas. For instance, Kosambi (7962:129) reported
plateau' And there is more
blades for casrrating rams by the Dhangar shepherd grouPs of the Deccan
to this phenomenon.
present-dayuse of stone in India is of three kinds: a) its use for preparation of grinding stones,
of underprivileged
rubberstones and hammerstones which still form part of the kitchen equipment
and images; and c) its use for
sections of the society (Figs. 30A-B). b) its use for preparing sculptures
preparing stone blocks
preparing stone metal required for road and building construction, and for
required for construction purposes (Figs' 31A-B)'
basically meant for
One of my recent papers titled 'Stone Breaking and Stone Flaking'was
first tried to draw attention
highlighting this ethnographic aspect (Paddayya 2OO4J.In this paPer, I
on account of natural
to the characteristics which one notices on stone blocks which are fractured
ploughing, river action,
processes like thermai fracture, roc6alls and rockslides, animal trampling,
not show any traces of
etc. In all these cases the fractured surfaces are clean and flattish and do
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conchoidal fracture. Features like platform and bulb of percussion are aiso absent.
At stone metal production sites large block: of basalt, granite and other rocks are brought
from hiilsides and are subjected to the process of fragmentation by male and female workers with
the help of metal hammers. In this rype of stone-working the workers do not aim at the production
of pieces of any regular shapes; their aim is merely to produce smaller pieces. So they direct their
hammers randomly ar the larger block without paying attention to availability of a suitable platform,
etc. The fractured pieces, while they are not as featureless as the naturally fractured specimens, still
do not shor,v conchoidal fracture sensu stricto and bulbs of percussion are generally absent.
At construction sites, where stone is employed for raising walls and also at sites where
skilled workmen shape stone blocks into domestic implements like flat grinding stones (pathas

in Marathi) and pestles, I have noticed a third process of stone reduction r,r,hich is quite different
from the two processes mentioned above. Workmen have the task of bringing rough blocks of
stone to a regular shape so that these blocks could be used for coursed masonry. Flaking is
adopted as the technique for this purpose; it involves the use of metal hammers and chisels. The
parent blocks are brought to regular shapes by slicing or flaking off irregular projections form
sides and surfaces.

Far from being a matter of delir,rring blows at random, this flaking involves selection of
suitable spots as platforms and directing hammer blows at specific points of impact. The resultant
flakes share all the characteristics of flake blanks we find in Stone Age assemblages. They have some
regulariry of shape and show platform w-ith a point of impact and a weli-formed bulb of percussion
bearing ripple marks.
The above-mentioned instances of contemporary use of stone serve as excellent occasions
for learning about Prehistoric stone technology. There is tremendous scope for pursuing this
ethnographic line of research (Paddayya 2007b).
We may conclude this rapid survey of Prehistoric technology in India by reminding ourselves
of Kosambi's statement with which we began. Kosambi clearly recognized the manufacture and use
of stone tools as the defining attributes of man and also the role played by rhese attributes both in
the process of hominization and in subsequent cultural history of man.
Seen from this point of view, prehistory and its principal data bank, i.e. Prehistoric technology,
are not mere linguistic prefixes to history but constitute the very basis on which all developments
of the Protohistoric and Historic periods rest. what I mean ro say is that not only lithic technology
survived into later periods but also hunter-gatherer societies themselves continued to exist either in
isolation or in a symbiotic reiationship with higher cultural forms, thereby producing a rich cultural
mosaic which the country is known for. But this is a topic fit for another review.
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Endnotes
1

This is not to say that Sankalia did not attempt interpretative syntheses. On the contrary, as a sequel

to 1974 edition of Prehistory and Protohistory of lndia and Pakistan, he published two excellent works
of synthesis which are widely cited even today, viz., Prehistory of lndia (1977a) and lndian Archaeology
Today

(1

979).

2

Somewhat similar seasonal mobility strategies have been proposed in respect of the Palaeolithic groups
of Raisen area of central lndia (Jacobson 1985)and Kurnool and Cuddapah basins of south lndia (Murty
1981), and also the Mesolithic populations of the mid-Ganga valley and Mirzapur hills of north-central lndia
(Sharma 1973).
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